Capstone--Website Development--Project Management

Outcomes--End of Project

- capture of accomplishments--success stories
- capture of knowledge
- full documentation of design process
- professional navigation ==> easy to find & logical
- website visually appealing
- the website has been successfully used to for scheduling: showing success in meeting deadlines & defining upcoming milestones
- categories on web are CEME (collectively exhaustive & mutually exclusive)
- summary of key information w/ links to detail
- final product is shown
- final documentation of product

Outcomes by 10/14/06

- Webmaster has met w/ faculty advisor & shown the results listed below.
- Website has a main page:
  - project title
  - project sponsor
  - photo--features solution or product
  - navigation scheme--5 main categories or less
- Problem Definition page
  - background (situation analysis)
  - project outcomes
  - needs--follow Ulrich & Eppinger--Exhibit 4-8 on p. 64.
  - target specs--follow Ulrich & Eppinger--Exhibit 5-8 on p. 84
  - constraints
- Team page
  - photo or photos (team members)
  - information about each team member
    - major
    - professional interests--relative to project
    - background about self
- Archive of documents
  - have captured all team documents created to date